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Louis Profeta, MD

Session(s) by Speaker

 

Presentation 

& Delivery

 Educational Value 

& Meeting 

Objectives

 Free of 

Bias

 Presentation 

& Delivery # 

Responses  Top Box %

General

Three Lessons  by Louis Profeta, MD 4.93 4.90 4.95 260 95.0%

Grand Total 4.93 4.90 4.95 260 95.0%

Overall Session Ratings

 

Presentation 

& Delivery

 Educational Value 

& Meeting 

Objectives

 Free of 

Bias

 Presentation 

& Delivery # 

Responses  Top Box %

General 4.64 4.58 4.73 2107 72.9%

EM Breakout 4.49 4.48 4.68 713 63.5%

EM Orientation 4.50 4.47 4.65 145 66.9%

HM Breakout 4.42 4.42 4.59 319 58.9%

NPPA Breakout 4.37 4.32 4.53 216 57.9%

Facility Size Breakout 4.62 4.56 4.68 92 73.9%

GMO Breakout 4.67 4.68 4.76 216 75.5%

Grand Total 4.58 4.53 4.70 3808 69.1%

Session(s) - Comments

Three Lessons  by Louis Profeta, MD

.

Absolutely phenomenal speaker

Again, we need to be in small groups to discuss what this looks like and to 

come away with our own "next step"

Amazing

Amazing 

Amazing lecture

AMAZING lecture! A huge thank you for making this happen!

Amazing motivational speaker! I truly enjoyed his talk. 

Amazing speaker 

Amazing speaker and powerful message

Amazing speaker- woukf like to see more like this 

Amazing speaker.  Really enjoyed  

Amazing talk!   

Amazing talk! Thank you 

Amazing talk!!!

Amazing, inspiring !

Amazing.  Thank you for inviting him 

awesome speaker  need more like him  

Awesome speaker! Great message and delivery! 

Awesome talk  ty for having him  come to speak  Would love to see SCP 

challenge each program/hospital to  choose a charity

Awesome!

Beautiful illustration about life and confirmation Romans 8:28

Best lecture i ever heard. Wish it was longer. Bring him back!

Best speaker we've had so far. Powerful. Emotional. 

Best talk I have heard in years.  Dr. Profeta is an amazing speaker.  

Best talk of the conference. Thank you. I'll carry the difference it made with me.

Bring him back  

Bring this man back every year.

Ecellent speaker , need more of this leactures 

Excellent

Excellent presentation

Excellent presentation 

Excellent presentation.  Great lessons for my career and life as a whole

Excellent speaker! Inspirational, and put many things into perspective. Thank 

you!

Excellent speaker!!!

Excellent tone setting talk

Excellent, amazing ability to inspire

Exceptional motivational speaker. Thanks for bringing him.

Exceptionally wonderful.   

Exciting speaker  GREAT message for us as physicians and human beings.  

Fantastic

Fantastic !

Fantastic -engaging- bring him back next year

Fantastic lecture !!

Fantastic speaker

Great choice.  Excellent speaker.

Great speaker and message

Great speaker and very relevant!

Great speaker, greater message
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Great speaker.  

great speaker.  Motivational.  Doc has some extraordinary life experiences; 

personal tragedy but made the best of this. 

Great stories

Gripping, heartfelt and inspirational lecture ! 

He was amazing! Reminded me why i chose this profession. We need him 

again next year. Great motivational speaker

Highly enjoyed his talk

Holy cow!  Great speaker.  He should be here every year and at every 

conference I ever go to!!

I told my wife i was getting to see the author of one of my favorite books.  She 

asked if was "that TADA bastard".   I answered yes   

Impressive speaker and relevant topic.

Incredible!  Inspirational 

Incredibly good talk...wish we coukd smoke a cigar together 

Incredibly insightful 

inspiring 

Inspiring talk. Thank you 

Inspiring, very moving and relevant. 

Loved it! He gets it

Meaningful challenged influnencing scope 

More speakers like him  

Motivating ! One of the best lectures I've ever had the pleasure of hearing. 

Thank you. 

My favorite session :$

No

One of the best lectures i ever attended

Outstanding lecture 

Outstanding presentation.   Thank you for living your purpose and inspiring us.

Outstanding talk.  Thank you

Outstanding valuable presentation 

Powerful      Very powerful message and loved his message      Best speaker of 

the meeting.

Simply, F#%£%~G!!! AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!

Super presentation

Superb speaker . A wow moment , a wow hour .. Follow up on how SCP 

reaches out into its communities would be great . Motivational. 

Superb!  It was the absolute highlight of the conference.  I needed this to 

remind me why i work so hard and give up so much.

Thank you

Thank you for the challenge of doing more for the community ...

Thank you very much for bringing Dr. Profeta. Extremely appropriate and 

emotional speech. We should all follow his suggestions

The most beautifully presented spectrum of life and medicine I have ever 

consumed.  Thank you.

This guy really gets you where you live...

This is one of the best presentations I have EVER been to! 

This was not only the best talk at this conference, it is handily the best talk i 

have ever heard  

This was the best part of the conference so far. Great to have such a 

passionate speaker

Thought provoking and moving.  Also nice to have some guest speakers  

Truly a wonderful speaker

Unbelievable talk. Best I've heard in years. 

Very inspirational 

Very inspiring and motivational

Very inspiring lecture. Very well done.

Very motivational 

Very moving. Need more speakers like this!

Very well done. Humorous and touching 

What a way to get peoples attention !!!!!

Wonderful speaker

Wonderful speaker, i felt like he truly spoke to us as people....  not just Docs.  - 

a guy id like to get a beer with and shoot the shit...

WONDERFUL!! 

Wonderful, inspirational

Would love to here for this individual again

Wow

Wow!

WOW! 

Wow! Thank you for reminding is about the big "why" in what we do every day - 

in the sphere we live/work/play!

Wow! Very blunt, yet beautiful; casual, yet impactful; so blessed to hear this 

message

Wow, what a beam of light! 😊❤️
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Wow. Just wow!

Wow. What a ride! Bring him back next year!

Superb! Thank you!!


